It’s a catch-22: You need your facilities to be all systems go, but your assets and budgets are already stretched. There is a way to crack this — with a little help. The key is to identify where to invest, when. With the right tools to crunch and visualize the data, you can get there, and show how you did it.

How does it work?

Capital Predictor Core for Asset Essentials from Dude Solutions is a cloud-based, easy-to-use capital planning solution for educational and government organizations. It turns your existing systems and budget data into visual, data-driven stories to help you identify and communicate the right strategies for your organization.

Key Benefits

- **Predict and plan for the future.** Leverage Asset Essentials to deliver accurate predictive modeling of facility system capital needs, based on end of life and facility condition assessment, up to 30 years out.

- **Improve your systems’ inventory information tracking.** Your systems’ inventory goes deep and wide. Create and manage location and system data in Asset Essentials. Get a better understanding of what you have and what condition it’s in, wherever and whenever you need it.

- **Find the best use of budget from multiple options.** Quickly compare the impact of different funding scenarios on facility system condition, performance and your community’s unique needs.

- **Communicate with stakeholders at all levels of lifecycle management expertise.** In minutes, run and share visualizations and reports that allow everyone to understand the data and possible paths forward.

- **Get up, running and optimizing, right away.** Starting with the condition data you already have in Asset Essentials, identify the reporting outcomes you care about and create a data improvement roadmap for future investment.
**Product Features**

> **Prediction Modeling with Scenarios** — Accurately predict with pre-built strategic funding scenarios: two predefined and one that reflects the annual capital budget you define in Asset Essentials.

> **Interactive Reporting** — Improve efficiency exponentially by sharing accurate, digestible and up-to-date reporting outputs — no training or software installation required. Export data from Capital Predictor Core and leverage five interactive, shareable and printable reports.

> **Integrated with Asset Essentials CMMS** — Leverage the power of the Asset Essentials platform to connect your facility systems information with your capital plans.

> **Comparison Reporting** — Forecast changes to future condition and service of every system in your facility given decreased, fixed or increased funding. Inform capital investment decision-making to optimize system health with accurate scenario modeling up to 30 years.

> **Cloud-Based** — We live in the data era – big data, IoT, mobile technology. Unleash the power of cloud for superior processing speed, to deliver the results you need.
Turn debatable estimates into data-backed requirements, based on investment impact on facility health, over time.

**Legendary Client Support**

*We provide our best service so you can do your best work*

At Dude Solutions, our client support is legendary. That’s because we’re experts at smooth implementations, thorough data migrations, and providing ongoing support via email, phone or chat so you always have someone to talk to.

---

**ABOUT DUDE SOLUTIONS**

Dude Solutions is a leading software-as-a-service (SaaS) provider of operations management solutions to education, government, healthcare, senior living, manufacturing and membership-based organizations. For 20 years, Dude Solutions has inspired clients to create better work and better lives. We combine innovative, user-friendly technology with the world’s smartest operations engine, empowering operations leaders to transform the most important places in our lives. Today, more than 12,000 organizations use our award-winning software to manage maintenance, assets, energy, events and more. For more information, visit dudesolutions.com.